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1. Introduction
1.1 — Today’s environment:
Report accurately, quicker and more often

1.2 — Who should
read this White paper?

Today’s CFOs are under pressure to report accurately, quickly
and more often to management and stakeholders. At the same
time, they are expected to act as a business partner and provide
proactive support for senior management decision-making. Their
role and the demands placed on CFOs continue to evolve and
shift.

This white paper is designed to highlight the common pitfalls,
challenges and requirements for modern financial consolidation
and close solutions and how these can be overcome.
The target audience of this white paper are CFOs, Financial
Controllers, Head of Finance and Consolidation as well as people
responsible for finance systems (both in Office of Finance or in IT).

Consolidation and consolidated financial reporting can improve
finance department efficiency and effectiveness, helping CFOs
address the challenge of meeting increasing requirements with
often limited resources.
Listed companies and private businesses with multiple entities
face many challenges in their financial accounting and reporting.

2. Requirements in financial consolidation
and closing and why you should improve
your current processes
2.1 — Faster, more accurate, more efficient,
more complex

2.2 — Twelve reasons why you should improve
your consolidation and reporting process

Organizations that succeed in today’s constantly changing
marketplace adapt quickly to new conditions and consciously
improve their business processes. Efficient consolidation and
reporting ranks high on the agendas of modern CFOs.

Among the most important reasons we identified to improve your
consolidation and reporting process are the twelve points below:

The drivers for change are:

1. Automate data integration with your ERP landscape, data
warehouse or other data sources to improve data quality and
allow automation

• Management, shareholders and other stakeholders demand fast
and reliable information

2. Improve the quality of reporting packages sent by local
entities

• Increasing requirement to support self-service analysis

3. Save time on Inter-company reconciliation process

• Global organizations need information broken down to divisional,
regional or business unit activity levels for management
purposes, to comply international accounting standards (IFRS
or US GAAP) or with local regulators (real-time drill-down from
reports)

4. Reduce manual consolidation entries

• In a competitive world, activity and financial figures should
be reported monthly to the management and compared with
budgets and forecasts, so that timely decisions can be made on
how to course-correct and react in a more agile way

7. Change organizational and legal entities structures through
additions and disposals without adding risk to the current
setup of your software solution

5. Shorten the control activities of the consolidation process
6. Automate the process to create financial consolidated reports

8. Reduce dependencies on specific individuals

• Reporting and planning processes need to flexibly support
scenario and what-if analysis

9. Constantly update consolidation software to current
accounting standards

• Reporting under IFRS or US GAAP often results in additional
journal entries to be booked locally and additional disclosure
information to be provided by subsidiaries. Higher complexity
coming from these international accounting standards is driving
a need for higher skilled people in Finance too

10. Unify financial and business reporting process
11. Connect financial reporting to performance management to
drive better performance
12. Optimize resources and reduce costs

• M&A activities in many industries are driving constant changes in
the legal structure that needs to be consolidated. Integration of
new entities, follow-up of purchase price accounting or disposals
of entities can put the process at risk if not managed in a timely
and robust system-supported way.
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3. Common business challenges
in Financial Consolidation and Close
The reality is that although there are many reasons to improve
financial consolidation and closing process, organizations are faced
with many roadblocks and challenges.
Here are a few of them.
3.1 — Time and quality issues with data collection

3.2 — No access to real-time data

Finance organizations faced with time constraints and shorter
closing times are often confronted with data quality issues and
manual data collection processes. Financial consolidation requires
organizations to collect information from individual entities.

Often organizations are faced with non-automated or even manual
data gathering processes that are consolidated in spreadsheets.
These offline processes do not allow financial controllers to
drill-down to root-causes which have been identified in the
financial data. Ability to slice-and-dice and drill-down in realtime is not possible due to poor data integration and/or missing
multi-dimensional financial reporting solutions being used to
consolidate financial data. Less accuracy and ability to analyse
issues lead to a longer close process that ultimately is also less
efficient.

Organizations either must wait too long to receive information
from each entity, or there are issues with the data or questions
that create back-and-forth (often across time zones and in the
high-pressure environment of the monthly closing process.)

3.3 — Manual consolidations and entries

3.4 — Inter-company reconciliation and eliminations

Spreadsheet-centric tasks like mapping accounts, applying
consolidation rules, or manually making “off-line journal” entries to
tie out the close are main drivers for a slow closing process.

Tracking down detail behind inter-company transactions, balances,
currency rates and other factors absorbs too much time.
Matching inter-company balances, transactions and creating
eliminations is a major bottleneck in organizations.

Additionally, the need for adjustment entries from local to IFRS or
US-GAAP require the ability to journal and track for audit purposes
exactly such adjustments made in spreadsheets.

3.5 — Consolidation process control activities

3.6 — Business structure change management

Looking up checklists or manually applying control activities in the
consolidation process can tie up members of the team.

Adding newly acquired or created entities can take a significant
amount of effort, as well as risking the integrity of consolidated
reports.

Following-up on with group-wide entities any matter related to
financial closing and consolidation is a labor intensive and timeconsuming process.

Organizations need flexible, agile software solutions that support
ever changing business structures.
Being able to automate equity reconciliation and elimination is
often challenged by changing business structures as the current
process and systems do not support it.

3.7 — Consolidated report creation

3.8 — Changing reporting requirements

Taking results from the consolidated systems typically means
reformatting results or further spreadsheets manipulations.

New regulatory requirements from various governments and
international accounting standards often may mean that existing
financial consolidation reporting processes fall out of alignment,
requiring further manual effort.

Having a process and system in place the supports the “last mile”
is a challenge on its own.
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4. Best-practice Financial Close
process using Apliqo C&C
If you are running aging financial consolidation software, or perhaps
even using spreadsheets for a substantial part of the financial
consolidation and closing process, you should evaluate how to
upgrade to a process that will allow you to overcome these roadblocks.
Apliqo C&C was designed with best-practice financial processes in
mind and focusing on improving efficiency and collaboration in the
organization. Combined with modern web user experience and guided
applications to support better workflows, Apliqo C&C can help to
substantially improve organizations’ consolidation and close process.
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4.1 — One source of the truth – leveraging modern technology
Upgrading to a modern software technology using a single
database (as one source of the truth) can improve processes
and cut effort to produce consolidated accounts and reports.

The nature of financial consolidation can also benefit from the
usage of a functional database (such as IBM Planning Analytics
which is used as single data repository in Apliqo C&C), by enabling
teams to much more effectively slice and dice business units,
divisions, geographies, accounts, currencies, time periods,
versions and so on.

Modern consolidation and close solutions can also apply
workflows and controls to the process with dashboards,
automated handover and process monitoring.

Modern user interfaces also allow presenting results in a much
more appealing visual form. Modern solutions can also help with
change management, such as adding new entity or making other
changes to the business structure and ensuring that it flows
through to calculations and reports without the risk of process
breakdown.
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4.2 — Prepare data entry and submission process

Preparation is half the battle. A well-defined and structured workflow
to initialize and open-up financial periods for data submission is critical
to allow for a smooth process.

Financial consolidators can setup new periods and executing
preliminary tasks such as:

• Defining and setting currency rates (average, historic, close)
• Preparing financial data roll-over

• Create a new submission period and set it to “open” or “close”
periods and lock it for further data entry (all data is set to readonly mode)

• Copying previous structures to the new submission period
• Copying (or reverse) previous journals and adjustments to the
new submission period

• Maintaining the consolidation tree and ownership percentages,
copying ownership structures to the new submission period

• Verify status of all submissions (“open”, “submitted”) to be in
control of the closing process

• Defining the consolidation scope and business segment matrix
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4.3 — Legal entity close process

Finance officers in the individual reporting units can submit their
financial reports according to the defined consolidation package:

• Ability to upload data for different “versions” of Actuals being
submitted (such as Local GAAP, US GAAP, IFRS, etc.)

• Prepare data load and set them up by entity as “automated” (via
DB integration) or “manual” (via file import)

• Ability to enter manual journals with debit/credit format with
ability to report detailed transactions

• Where manual is set, users can use a guided web interface
to upload the data or upload a Microsoft Excel® file with a
pre-defined format which will be checked for integrity before
submission

• Online automated inter-company reconciliation application
allowing for faster closing process and drill-through to more
detailed level (including transactional data if available)
• Customizable consolidation rules are applied to the submitted
financial data and are checked for integrity. Data is only
submitted if all integrity checks are passed.

• Submission errors are displayed via dialog to end users for
corrections
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4.4 — Consolidation process
Group financial consolidators can run automated consolidation
processes on the fly leveraging the real-time consolidation engine
(IBM Planning Analytics), allowing to:
• Do currency conversion in real-time including calculation
of CTA
• Run automated journal processing for inter-company
elimination, equity elimination, profit in stock elimination, intercompany dividend elimination, revaluations and devaluations
of assets and liabilities
• Adjust financial group results with manual group adjustments
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4.5 — Financial reporting process
As part of the final steps in the financial consolidation and close
process Apliqo C&C provides you with a set of workflows and
reports to report both to internal and external stakeholders such
as:
Internal reporting

External reporting

Company “working report templates”

•

Management of flow for different reporting structures
(Local statutory, IFRS, US GAAP, etc.)

•

Schemas for all external packages to be able to report
on all required financial and non-financial disclosures

•

Integration with Certent Disclosure Management®
to close “the last mile”

•

Ability to manage sub-consolidation

•

Multi-language support

•

Balance sheet assets

•

Balance sheet liabilities

•

Income statement

•

Manual journals

•

Intangible asset flow details

•

Tangible asset flow details

•

Equity flow details

•

Funds flow detail

Group consolidated “working report templates”
•

Trial balance

•

Company contribution

•

Automatic journals
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5. Main features
and benefits of Apliqo C&C
Apliqo C&C is designed to meet the requirements of international
groups, handling currency conversion complex company structures
with varying degrees of ownership, equity participation and crossholdings.
The solution is web native with a modern user interface, quick
to implement and customer configurable.
It provides a framework to improve the quality and transparency
of your critical financial close processes and can easily integrate into
broader financial reporting and FP&A activities utilizing the IBM Planning
Analytics® engine and Apliqo’s pre-built FPM solutions.

Data load Workflow and data validation

Continuous development
and support for new accounting standards

•

Personal defaults and custom workflow

IFRS 16 - Integrated module for right-of-use adjustments

•

Data load from any external sources (ERP, DWH, reporting
package Excel)

•

Data validation/approval

•

Data tracking on source systems

•

Pre-defined Web data entry forms according to selected
workflow

•

Custom details

Multiple chart of accounts management (local statutory
GAAP, IFRS, US GAAP, managerial reporting...)

•

Stage consolidation (sub-groups)

•

Business areas for segment reporting

•

Details for annual report / disclosures such as maturities,
geographical areas, employees, deferred taxes

Consolidation rules

Reporting

•

Debit-credit layout for journal entries

•

•

Currency conversion (average rate, closing rate, historical
rates)

Pre-defined working reports (currency conversion, trial
balance, journals list...)

•

Multiple reporting structures generation

•

Preloaded “annual report” schemas

•

Consolidation tree and wwnership percentage calculations
period by period

•

Inter-company balances reconciliation (even in transaction
currency)

•

Automatic journals (investments, equity, dividends, profit in
stock, inter-company...)

•

Simplified automatic journal for planning scenarios
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Administration, security
and documentation
•

Pre-defined security schemas by user (end-user, consolidator,
administrator)

•

Period locking by submission status

•

User manuals (end-user, consolidator, administrator) already
available at kick-off

•

Guided ordinary setup (new entity/account/scenario…)

Great fit due to high flexibility and number of possible
customizations

Unify reporting, planning and consolidation
Integrate financial consolidation and close process with your
performance management process by unifying reporting, planning
and consolidation. Use consolidated actuals as basis for you
planning cycle, leveraging accurate and detailed information.

Due to its underlying database engine and flexible data model as
well as workflow components, Apliqo C&C can be easily adapted
and configured to the specific business requirements including
the addition of company specific or account specific elimination
rules.

Or even use the consolidation engine to simulate future results
with the same rigor and process as for financial reporting, driving
consistency and accuracy.

Drive collaboration with moder user interfaces
and guided workflows

Leverage your existing investment into TM1/IBM Planning
Analytics with BYOL License model

Best-practice workflow processes allowing for faster and more
secure closing so everyone is on the same page.

If you are already using IBM Planning Analytics for other reporting
or planning applications and thus already own the underlying
database licenses, you are able to leverage the same licenses with
Apliqo C&C. Under our “bring-your-own-license” (“BYOL”) model
you can purchase or subscribe to our solution with or without the
embedded IBM Planning Analytics® engine at lower cost.

Guided processes using the “wizard” function allow for simplyto-understand and bullet-proof process execution with full
transparency, collaboration and higher efficiency.

If you are also already using any other third party consolidation
solution such as Oracle HFM® or IBM Cognos Controller®, you will
be able to save on the license expenses related to these solutions
increasing your ROI on the deployment of Apliqo C&C.

Empower end-users to drive
the consolidation process

Fast delivery:
Go live in 1 month

Apliqo C&C provides the freedom for end users to author and
publish reports and applications either with Microsoft Excel®
(connected to the IBM Planning Analytics® Database) or through
our modern web user interface (Apliqo UX) that provides a vast set
of features.

Proven track records and implementations of our solutions in
other organizations have enabled us to come up with a fast-track
implementation plan that allows for fast roll-out.
Our standard implementation roll-out plan is set out in four phases
of each one week. Go live within a month.
Week 1: design ->
Week 2: setup ->
Week 3: UAT ->
Week 4: go-live.
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